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A new tthing however, is that the Venice Expansion works as well for the GOG.com version. I added an extra exe shortcut of
the expansion into Porting Kit, when you install the game. So get the game now it's still 30% off on GOG.com! For the basic
instructions for the Portingkit installation go here…. Die Anno 1404: Gold Edition enthält Anno 1404 und das Add-on ... This
game and especially its expansion have endless possibilities and deep .... My Anno 1404 Venise (F language as I am french, or
Venice in Eng), stores my saved games directly into "My Documents".. Anyone try using the Anno 1404 Unofficial Patch? ... It
also adds production chain ratios to building tooltips. ... Also, anyone know what exact game version this GoG release comes
with? ... It unlocked correctly and persisted on my profile from my Venice game (where the patch is applied) to the base
game .... Download 2GO Version 4.0.1 both Java .jar and Zip Application. ... Game - Full Download - Gog Games Title: Anno
1404 Gold Edition Genre(s): Simulation ... The expansion, titled Anno 1404: Venice, which adds multiplayer and other features,
... Use Porting Kit and install 'Anno 1404' on macOS using Wineskin technology.. Is there any reason to play the original 1404 if
you can play Venice instead? ... Hello, just posting to ask if this was a bug in the Anno 1404 Steam version where Hassan Ben
Sahid ... I recently got the game when I saw there is a wine port from porting kit available. ... I tried adding them to Steam and
Uplay, but it doesnt work.

Anno 1404 is steam application #33250 while Dawn of Discovery is application #33210. ... simply an oversight, and GOG needs
to add a check for appid 33210 (possibly after checking with Ubisoft that ... Venice is the expansion for 1404/ Dawn of
discovery. ... Tauto: Okay, down here it's called Gold Edition.. The Porting Kit from paullthetall.com added the gog version of
anno 1404 and venice, so you're able to install and play it flawlessly. Pages:.. Anno 1404 gold gog cd key | kúpiť na kinguine. ...
Gog. Com version anno 1404 + venice expansion added to portingkit! Anno 1404 {gold edition} ^*gog*^ (4.. Total
Annihilation: Kingdoms + Iron Plague (GOG native version does not support macOS 10.13+) 563. ... Anno 1404 - Venice
Expansion (GamersGate) (change main EXE to ... Can Armored Warfare be added to the list?. I just bought Anno 1404 Gold (+
Venice) from GOG.com. ... GOG has version 1.3/2.1 which is the newest official version. There is an unofficial ...
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